
➚
The intriguingly named SKULL 

PARTY by Betsey Johnson from 24-7 
International is a 3-piece expandable 
spinner set featuring exclusive Betsey 
Johnson prints and a fully lined signature 
Betsey interior. Enjoy eight spinner 
wheels, interior tie tapes and divider, 
a 2” expandable section for extra 
packing capacity and top and side carry 
handles, all finished with a rose ID tag. 
MSRP: $200/20”; $240/26”; $280/30”

➚ The perfect combination of luxury and craftsmanship, the stylish 
Sunday Spinner Collection by BCBGMAXAZRIA from 24-7 International 
is constructed in polycarbonate to be supremely durable, remarkably light 
and ready to travel the world. Featuring a lightweight aluminum frame, 
eight silent yet durable 360o wheels, flush-top and side-mounted handles 
and TSA-accepted locks, the bag’s interior boasts the BCBGMAXAZRIA 
jacquard signature lining. MSRP: $500/21”; $600/$25”; $700/29”

➚ Pick up an AAACK! Pack, preloaded with 
emergency supplies for different travel profiles 
– romance, business, skiing, honeymooning, 
college – or to help combat allergies, illness, 
even Zika, while traveling. The interchangeable 
pods stack and zip together to create a 
customizable organization system for meds, electronics, clothes and other 
items. They float, are water-resistant and feature a durable construction that 
lasts through frequent trips. The pods are also available empty, so you can roll, 
zip and pack your own. MSRP: $23.98

➚ Aleon’s feature-rich 
20” Vertical Carry-on 
Business Briefcase, 
offering a fitted accordion 
rubber seal closure to 
keep out moisture and 
dirt, opens vertically 
for easy access. A 
removable interior 
business organizer keeps 

biz essentials secure and in place. A rugged beauty in platinum, 
onyx, sapphire and ruby aluminum, the case has a TSA-accepted 
key lock, double-reinforced corners, piano hinges and double 
spinner wheels. It measures 19.5” x 13.1” x 7.4”. MSRP: $479

➙ From Americas Travel Merchandise 
is the Portofino Collection, showing off a 
built-in luggage scale on the top handle. 
A sleek and durable PC shell finished 
with car paint film makes this easy-to-
clean collection flexible, lightweight and 
highly resistant to impact. It comes with 
detachable packing cubes for effortless 

organization, a recessed TSA-accepted lock and premium 
double wheel casters. MSRP: $149.99/45” (shown)

➚ Multifunctional,  
dynamic and stylish – the HEAD® business  

duffle bag from AVA Travel Gear’s LEAD Collection steps up 
for business, workouts or as a weekender for jet set-ready 
getaways. Measuring 18” x 9” x 10”, the bag has a 15.6” 

padded laptop compartment and numerous organization 
pockets, plus internal RFID-blocking pocket. MSRP: $175
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➚
Thin wins with the latest from Big Skinny 

Wallets, which protects you from electronic 
prying with its RFID Blocking Super MyPhone 
Wallet. Park your phone in the clear
touchscreen-compatible pocket and marvel 
at how this wallet also accommodates bank 

cards in 10 extra-wide pockets, cash 
and receipts in two deep billfold areas 
and boarding passes and passports 
in four long interior pockets, all in 
streamlined accessibility. MSRP: $56

➙ The BackTpack is a 
unique bilateral carrying 
system designed by a 
physical therapist for 
back health. Wear 
the bag while seated 
on a bus or train and 
the Lap Strap unloads 
pressure on your spine 
while keeping your items secure and 
accessible. In narrow aisles or crowded 
subway seats, swivel the bag front to back. 
No matter where you are, the bag’s 12 
accessible pockets will keep you organized. 
In crinkle nylon in violet, mango and black 
with a khaki interior, BackTpack also has 
a headphone port, water bottle holder, 
cellphone pocket and bike-light attachment. 
MSRP: $120

➙ A machine-washable, travel-friendly bomber 
jacket with stylish flare, BauBax’s street-smart 
Men’s Bomber features pockets for all your 
smart devices, plus built-in neck pillow, eye 
mask and Easy Slidegloves, inflatable footrest 
and pocket blanket – 15 features in all. This 
versatile jacket can take you from a party 
in town to a weekend on the slopes in 
functional style. MSRP: $200

➙ Show the environment some love with the 
Bangor PET 8-Wheel Expandable Luggage Collection 
by Ben Sherman from Heritage Travelware. A 
practically indestructible PET exterior opens to a 
tear-resistant, fully lined interior featuring a hanging 
zipper pocket. Cases sport lightweight construction 
and 8-wheel spinners and expand an additional two 
inches. The 3-piece set includes 20”, 24” and 28” 
cases, offered in red and navy. MSRP: $200/20”;  
$260/24”; $300/28”

➚ BG Berlin launches the Urban Anti-Theft 
Multifunctional Backpack Collection, featuring the sleek and 
super practical MetroBag. Lightweight, scratch-resistant 
and storage-rich, it is designed to protect commuters’ 
belongings on their daily travels with a host of anti-theft 
security features, including easily accessible but hidden 
pockets that have RFID protection. A USB charging port 
allows users to connect with a power bank. MSRP: $89

➙ Bottleguardian Travel Case has made 
it safe to bring home wine in your checked 

luggage. It is designed to accommodate 
most 750 ml wine and liquor bottles in a 

thick-walled protective shell that mimics the 
shape of a bottle. A rubber seal and threaded 

connection creates a leak-proof carrier. 
The funnel-shaped top can be inverted and 

screwed into the bottom to save space when 
not in use. MSRP: $15-$20➚ Here’s a smooth operator from Bizhop Luggage: The Hanger 

Handle Case provides a place to hang your coat so you arrive 
looking freshly pressed and wrinkle-free. An upright opening and 
innovative internal pockets allow access to contents while the case 
is standing up and its stable structure prevents tipping and spilling 
when the case is open. Available in brushed black polycarbonate, it 
measures 21.5” x 15.5” x 9”. MSRP: $255
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➚ The state-of-the-art  
Evolution S3 pillow  
incorporates  
Cabeau’s patented  
ergonomic design with high technology features and fabrics. 
The new patent-pending SEAT STRAP SYSTEM (S3), which 
attaches to plane seat wings, keeps your head from falling 
forward. The body of the pillow is designed with a high 
performance quick-dry fabric to keep you cool and dry in 
almost any climate. Get a perfect fit for your neck with the 
adjustable clasp and feel like you’re sleeping on a cloud with 
the pillow’s high-quality plush memory foam. MSRP: $39.99 ➙ Carry-on convenience meets executive style in Cabrelli & 

Co.’s Fashion Executives Rollerbrief from Cabrelli Group, that 
combines boardroom features with a fashion-forward profile, 
featuring removable laptop sleeve, key leash and ID Defender 
zippered interior pocket. In matte PVC and lizard PVC, this 
carry-on comes in black/royal blue. MSRP: $229.99 

➙ A stand-out with its unique block color 
design theme featuring a dramatic interplay 

between two shades, Carlton’s lightweight Duo 
Tone NXT in polycarbonate offers a wide-body 

design, smooth-rolling twin 
wheels, a Travel Sentry® approved 

flush-mounted lock, anti-theft 
zipper and thoughtfully designed 

premium interior. A shoe and 
laundry bag add convenience. 

Palettes are metallic cherry red 
and silver and Arctic blue and 

silver. MSRP: N/A

➚ Delightfully  
fashionable and  
functional, Clava’s  
Sonoma Smartphone  
Crossbody is perfectly sized for  
your smartphone and other small  
belongings. Small but mighty, this leather  
accessory is the perfect go-to bag for  
shopping trips, bike rides or window shopping on vacation 
when you don’t want to be weighed down with anything but the 
essentials. The adjustable crossbody strap can be removed to 
make it a handy pouch within a larger bag. MSRP: $70 

➙ A super addition to your hot-
climate travel bag this season is 

Craghoppers’ brilliantly designed, 
lightweight NosiLife Davenport 

Vest. Incorporating an incredible 
20 pockets, the vest still manages 

to retain a sleek technical profile 
and deliver all the insect- and sun-

protective benefits of InsectShield. A 
new travel essential that is ready for 
action when you are, this wash-and-

wear vest also has an RFID Shield. 
MSRP: $130

➙ BRIC’S MONZA URBAN Backpack 
combines street smarts and style savvy 
in a bag that is at home in the office 
or on the town. Plenty of internal and 
external organization is offered in its 
compartments and pockets. The bag 
is a beauty in Tuscan leather and gray 
woven nylon. MSRP: $265

➙ Drawing inspiration from the 
vivid hues of the elements, Briggs 
& Riley’s Sympatico CX™ Spinners 
are now available in bold, iridescent 
bronze and stunning, black-accented 
fire, and feature the world’s only CX 
compression-expansion technology 
in hardside luggage. Collection 
colors also include black, bronze and 
onyx. Shown is the 21” International 
Carry-On Expandable Spinner in fire. 
MSRP: $529
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➚
 DELSEY Paris’ Turenne Collection launches 

in fall 2018 and will include a variety of durable 
hardsides designed for the luxe traveler, 
including the 19” International Carry-on. The 
company’s lightest collection to date – with the 
carry-on weighing in at only 4.8 lbs – features 
polycarbonate cases with recessed double-spinner  
wheels, top and side carry handles and an 
integrated TSA-accepted lock. Inside are two  
mesh dividers and two bonus pouches for  
shoes or laundry. Available in silver  
or night blue. MSRP: $229.99.

➚ Bid farewell to travel chaos and hello to a hassle-
free travel experience by attaching your brief, parka and/
or purse to your rolling bag with the simple, smart and 
effective Demi Hugger. This generously sized, soft and 
stretchy neoprene band secures hand-carry items to 
rolling luggage in a few simple steps: slide band onto 
handle; wrap extra items in 42” of neoprene band; 
secure with hook and loop closure; head off on your 
travels. When not in use, the folded band can be used 
as lumbar support. MSRP: $32

➚ The Dream Duffel Carry-on is a 
self-contained closet, with a one-touch 
telescoping garment rack that extends to 
hang one to three outfits’ worth of wardrobe 
while being compact enough to fit most 
airline overhead bins. Lightweight and 
durable, it has four exterior and five interior 
organizer pockets and is ideal for athletes 
traveling by air to regional or national 
competitions. Sturdily constructed of 900D 
polyester, it comes in black. MSRP: $155

➙ DUKAP’s INTELY Collection of smart 
luggage (20”/28”/32”) offers double 

wheels, four side studs, integrated TSA-
accepted combination lock, comfy gel 

handles and expandability. Additionally, 
the carry-on features integrated USB and 

Micro USB ports and the 28” and 32” 
cases have an integrated digital weight 

scale. MSRP: $624/set 

➙ A travel pillow perfectly tailored for personal comfort, 
Design Go’s super supportive Memory Dreamer from Go 
Travel combines deluxe memory foam with an adjustable 
front closure for a truly individual fit. Its unique tapered 
design allows the head to slope gently backward to provide 
an ideal resting position for upright sleeping. Incredibly 
soft and cozy to the touch, the plush pillow has a robust 
aerated outer fabric to keep the memory foam cool and 
comfortable. MSRP: $24.95

➚ The 3-dimensional animal character on Fox Luggage’s Kids Spinner case will keep little travelers company. A 
durable hardside in polycarbonate, the case has 360o wheels and telescoping handle, and offers fun and functionality as 
a carry-on or weekend travel piece. MSRP: $100
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➚ Recycled billboards and plastic bottles? It’s all in the bag – and fashionably so – with the Earth 
Bag Slim from Hamilton Perkins Collection®, made in Haiti. Practical for everyday use, this slim-

style backpack accommodates shirts, jeans and shoes in its long compartment and smaller tech items in 
its zippered compartment. MSRP: $88

➙ Ideal for small bags, luggage, backpacks and purses, 
GoPlug’s Global GPS Tracker/Power Bank combo tracks 
in real time in over 145 countries. The SOS Panic Button 

instantly sends alert notifications to selected groups or 
contacts. Other features: movement alarm, Geo-Fence 

proximity detection, power management, USB and micro 
output power. It comes in white ABS and measures 4.5” x 
3” x .375”. MSRP: $69.99/with GPS; $29.99/without GPS

➚
 Not only does the thoughtfully constructed 

G-RO Carry-on have plenty of packing space, 
it lets you charge your phone on the go. Its 
sleek-patterned carbon fiber blends style and 
utility and is more resistant to water and sharp 
objects. One-of-a-kind GravityRoll™ Wheel 
technology is guaranteed for life and lets 
travelers conquer all kinds of terrain easily, 
including steps, bumps, watery surfaces and 
even snow. MSRP: $699

➚
 The Enzo Collection from 

GABBIANO Luggage comes in 
three expandable sizes – 20”, 
26” and 30” – all molded in ABS 
plastic with 8-wheel spinners. 
A built-in TSA-accepted lock 
and double partitions with shoe 
pockets give it an organizational 
flourish. A striking black-on-
yellow exterior adds a dash of 
flash. MSRP: $560 

➚ Keep your clothing secure and wrinkle-free during 
travels with Stow-N-Go® Hanging Travel Shelves by 

Grand Fusion Housewares. These 3-tiered miracles 
act as your closet on the road; simply remove from 
your luggage and hang in your hotel or guest room. 

The shelves fit any standard size carry-on bag 20” or 
larger and make packing and unpacking quick and 
easy. A zippered compartment at the bottom holds 

dirty clothing. MSRP: $29.99

➙ The SWISSGEAR Lattice Collection from  
Group III International combines a rugged polycarbonate 

construction and polished architectural design with eight 
multidirectional spinner wheels. Adding to its symmetric 
aesthetic is a main compartment that opens into a split 

case, featuring a tie-down clothing compartment with 
zippered accessory pocket on one side and a large zippered 

compartment with additional mesh and cinched pockets 
on the other. It is finished with a retractable locking handle, 

2” expandable packing space and back USB port and 
internal cord to connect to a power bank (battery pack not 

included). MSRP: $139.99/20”
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➚ Double down with the Handy Sandy XPS Set, a 20” carry-on that cleverly 
conceals a 28” upright nested inside. The carry-on mates to a patented 
detachable cart for wheeled carry; the 28” wheeled upright features a rigid 
polypropylene base with nylon shell. With one set comprising four nested bags 
(two 20” carry-ons and two 28” uprights), you can combine pieces for different 
travel needs and to accommodate airline and other transportation baggage 
restrictions. When stored, the foldable bags save you 80% of closet space. The 
set comes in charcoal gray. MSRP: $450

➙ Protect your head – and yourself 
– from germs with the antimicrobial, 
hypo-allergenic and non-toxic Head 
DEFENDER Deluxe Padded headrest cover 
and neck support. Slip it over the top of 
most standard airplane seats and rest your 
head, confident that Head DEFENDER’s 
technology kills 99.9% of disease-causing 
microbes, including MRSA and staph, 
by destroying the bacteria’s cell walls to 
render them harmless. Voila! Your health, 
safeguarded. MSRP: $19.99-$24.99 

➙ Herschel Supply Company’s Trade Collection with 
split-case design features a molded ABS hardshell that is 
pretty in pink, set off with a black and white striped fabric liner. 
Cases have four multidirectional muted polyurethane wheels 
and a Travel Sentry® Approved TSA-accepted 
combination zipper lock, plus 2-way exposed 
zipper and retractable 3-stage locking trolley 
handle. Finishing details include embossed exterior 
and a classic Herschel label. $169/medium 

➚ With its distinctive metallic luster and durable yet 
elastic and lightweight shell, the Heys Metallix – the 
world’s first metallic polypropylene luggage – is an 
on-trend, fully-featured 4-wheel spinner set that 
perfectly combines innovation, fashion, durability 
and quality. Cases shimmer in rose gold, silver 
and gunmetal and have color-matched 360° dual 
spinner wheels, gel-cushioned top and side handles, 
a built-in flush-mounted TSA-accepted combination 
lock, lightweight telescopic aluminum trolley handle 
system and zipper-released expansion system for an 
extra 20% in packing capacity. MSRP: $299.99/21”; 
$339.99/26”; $379.99/30”; $1,019.99/set

➙ Here’s a cool 21” carry-on with a retro vibe for 
young adults: Heys Luggage’s Marvel Comics 
Avengers 21” Spinner features black and white 
comic strip panels of their favorite Marvel Avengers 
characters. Durable, lightweight and impact-
resistant in ABS/polycarbonate, it has a scratch-
resistant and glossy shine, fully featured exterior, 
fully lined interior designed for organized packing 
and a zipper-released expansion system, bringing an 
extra 20% in packing capacity. MSRP: $179.99

➙ A small yet spacious 
women’s backpack, trendy 
KIWI is made for everyday 
use. Featuring Hidesign’s 
full grain vegetable-tanned 
classic leather and 100% 
cotton lining, the bag has a 
zipper closure, top handle 
and adjustable backpack 
shoulder straps. Inside, the 
main compartment offers 
quilted slip and zip pockets. 
It comes in brown and red. 
MSRP: $168

➙ The Moretti-Charge On The 
Go Artistic Surface Carry-on by 
Mia Toro from HONTUS Milano 
Group is road-ready with power 
port, TSA-accepted lock, dual 360o wheels and easy-
access front pocket. Measuring 20” x 15” x 9”, the multicolor 
case is made of ABS/polycarbonate and polyester. MSRP: $280
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➚ Ultra-packable, TSA-friendly and leakproof, the HYDAWAY Collapsible 
Water Bottle is easy to clean and dishwasher-safe as well  
as non-toxic. Made of food-grade silicone and  
BPA-free plastic, the bottle is offered in storm blue,  
fire, tangerine and midnight, and comes with a  
travel case and carry clip. MSRP: $34.95

➙ For ultimate go-power, it luggage’s Bubble-spin in ABS 
presents new proprietary infinispin™ orbit wheel technology 
that combines super-smooth rolling 
action, an orbital shape to deflect 
impact and a larger core for increased 
strength. Bags feature mid-case space 
expansion and come in blue depth, 
biscay green, grenadine and pearl 
blue. MSRP: $160/$180/$200

➚ An ultra-feminine collection with a distinctively contemporary sense 
of chic, Jump® Paris’ Cassis Riviera Collection is the evolution of the 
company’s iconic Cassis line. The shopper bag features new tobacco blond 
leather for trimmings and handles and super sturdy construction in high 
density twill nylon with Teflon coating. One of the carry-on cases is made 
of German polycarbonate and has eight Japanese wheels, top grain leather 
handles and an interior designed with smart compartments. The collection 
is available in olive, beige and red. MSRP: $155/shopper; $300/case

➚ For the must-be-hands-free 
commuter, KNOMO London’s 
deceptively slim BEAUCHAMP 14” 
Backpack can hold all your everyday 
essentials and take you from the office 
to the gym – and even out for drinks 
afterwards – with style and grace. 
Stow smartphone and bank cards in 
the RFID-blocking pocket and your 
14” laptop into its padded section. In 
splash-resistant material (for those 
unpredictable commutes) prettied up 
with full grain leather touchpoints, it is 
offered in black. MSRP: $179

➚
Get anti-slash protection in a soft fabric with L.C. Industries’ 

Secura® Destinations Convertible Anti-Theft Backpack with 
Magnaloft™. The bag also has a cut-resistant strap, locking 
zippers and RFID-blocking pocket. Featuring a water-resistant 
dual woven twill exterior with a heavy-duty nylon bottom, the 
bag measures 16.5” x 11.5” x 4” and converts easily from 
backpack to messenger. It comes in bluestone. MSRP: 
$69.99

➚
 The Mixed Bag by LifeGear Design folds 

into its own pocket and cinches closed. Take 
it shopping, touring, beaching or boating – 

it weighs only 4 oz and easily attaches to 
belt loop, backpack or purse. Measuring 

13” x 12” x 5”, it comes in black 
magic, purple reign, blue my mind 
and Rorshak print. MSRP: $14.95

➚ The Glenn Collection by Kathy Ireland Travel from LongLat 
shines with a fashionable and functional design featuring an on-
trend metallic finish. Constructed with lightweight and durable 
polycarbonate, this statement-making case in rose gold colorway has 
dual integrated USB ports, 8-wheel spinner all-terrain wheels, power 
bank pocket, zippered divider with one mesh and two elastic pockets 
and a low-profile TSA-accepted 3-digit combination lock. Available 
in 22” carry-on and 27” and 30” check-in sizes, the cases are 
expandable for added packing capacity. MSRP: starting at $99.99 
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➚ Perfect for spur-of-the-moment adventures, LUG’s Puddle 
Jumper Packable folds down to eyeglass-case dimensions 
but unfurls to become a full-fledged 13” x 15” x 7” tote. With 
accessible twin zip pockets, double handles, trolley sleeve/
pass-through and carabiner hook, the 100% polyester pack 
charms in black dot. MSRP: $40

➚ Matador introduces ultra-lightweight and compact toiletry  
products that are BPA- and PVC-free. The FlatPak™ Toiletry Bottle is five times 
lighter and 3.5 times more compact than traditional silicone bottles made 
with CORDURA® fabric featuring leak-proof welded construction. The FlatPak 
Soap Bar Case is six times more compact and three times lighter than other 
such cases and features Dry-Through™ Technology to keep the soapy mess 
inside while allowing the soap bar to dry directly through the fabric. The Flex-
fabric design on both products means the volume changes with the contents, 
ensuring maximum portability. MSRP: $12.99/each

McKleinUSA introduces the lightweight DYLAN, a convertible 
backpack tote in nano tech-light nylon with calf detailing. 
The organization is serious, with interior and exterior pockets 
aplenty; the look is effortless professionalism. Water-resistant 
and durable, the bag, offered in green, black and navy, keeps 
belongings safe, dry and secure. MSRP: $110

➚ The Mercury Luggage  
24” Hardside Spinner Upright  
with carbon fiber-textured hardshell 
construction is a modern case 
combining style with function. 
Featuring four spinner wheels for 360o 
rolling maneuverability, this sleek-
styled upright also has a telescoping, 
dual-position trolley handle and 
retracting top and side carry handles. 
The divided main compartment with 
two interior pockets helps organize 
items; two compression straps 
keep clothing neat. Splash-resistant 
zippers, water-resistant exterior 
and side skid protectors add to its 
durability. MSRP: $179.99

➙ The Ellen Tracy Packing Organizer 
from MiWorld Accessories is an all-in-
one, pack-and-hang organizer that fits 
perfectly into carry-on luggage. Collapsible 
and expandable with three zipper 
compartments, it fits everything you need 
right where you want it. MSRP: $26.99

➙ Ride or walk? The Modobag is up for either. This 22” 
motorized carry-on with cushioned seating fits in standard 
airline sizers in the U.S. and can be carried on or checked. A 
roomy interior holds 85% of what a typical carry-on packs and 
cushioned exterior compartments provide storage for electronic 
devices. Features include dual USB ports, fully-optimized 
dashboard with LED lighting and retractable steering column 
with ergonomic handlebar, accelerator and one-touch braking 
system. Powered by NanoSafe Battery System™, the bag can 
accommodate passengers up to 260 lbs. MSRP: $1,495
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➚ Ideal for any commute, Moshi’s Tego Backpack 
blends a sleek futuristic design with modern 
functionality. Charge your phone on the go, thanks to 
a pass-through USB cable that attaches to a portable 
battery (optional) stored inside the bag. Crafted from a 
lightweight and durable fabric, this backpack is cut-
proof and weather-resistant to keep belongings secure 
and dry. A spacious interior includes a padded sleeve 
for laptops up to 15”, an RFID-shielding pocket and 
water bottle holder. Smart yet refined, each bag in the 
Tego series is constructed with concealed rear zippers 
for added security. MSRP: $170

➙ From Neit is the Neitcase Check-in, featuring sleek protective hardshell construction, 
high performing Hinomoto fold-away wheels and an integrated TSA-accepted locking system. 
A carabiner handle frees up your hands or can be used to hang the case collapsed in your 
wardrobe. Cases fold to 3” flat in an instant. Optional security tracking is available with smart 
unit purchase. MSRP: $399

➚ Tuck, The Better Back Backpack™  
by NorthUpTek/JS Calkins is the 
world’s first backpack with patented 
suspension technology to lighten 
baggage by 30% while improving comfort 
and movement. This shock-absorbing 
system is proven to help slow down 
muscle fatigue, allow quicker  
muscle recovery and lower  
the risk of musculoskeletal injuries.  
In durable, water-repellent 600D 
polyester, its big capacity with dual 
compartment for both laptop and  
tablet allows users to carry up to  
school, work and for travels.  
MSRP: $159.95

➚
 Olympia USA introduces NEMA, a 3-piece set in 2-tone 

polycarbonate featuring a jumbo dual-wheel spinner system with 
reduced noise and smoother glide; a built-in 

TSA-accepted 3-dial lock system; detachable 
clear 3-1-1 vinyl wet zip pouch; a bottom grip 

handle for easy transport; and an elegantly 
imprinted fully padded interior lining. 
The 18” case, with detachable mesh 

pocket for travel accessories, can 
fit under the seat on most major 

airlines. The 22” carry-on features a 
patented hidden compartment inside 

its expandable area. The set comes 
in a contemporary color palette of 
black, teal, purple, crimson, silver 

and rose gold. MSRP: $600/set 

➚

 Be fully and safely equipped for the road and remain hands-
free with Pacsafe’s Men’s and Women’s RFID Blocking Hidden 
Pocket Vest. In jet black and bleu noir, the water-repellent vest 
features a plethora of pockets for smartphone, tablet, wallet, 
glasses, in-ear headphones and pen. MSRP: $119.95

➚ Designed for overnight travel, PKG 
International’s high volume 2-in-1 garment duffle 
offers a dedicated external laptop compartment in a 
roomy bag constructed of double layer PU polyester 
with an exterior water-resistant coating and faux 
leather accents. MSRP: $140
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➚ Kids can catch some zzzs during air travel with  
Plane Pal, an inflatable seat extender that includes 
a pump and safety valves for rapid inflation/deflation. 
Durable and lightweight, Plane Pal fits all airlines’ 
economy, budget and premium seats and does not 
affect the seat in front. In black nylon, it measures 
22.44” x 18.5” x 14.6”. MSRP: $68

➙ These cunning Passport 
Security Pocket Socks are 

performance travel socks with 
a hand-sewn zippered pocket 

to stash cash, passport, keys 
and other valuables. Constructed 

of sustainably-sourced moisture-
wicking yarns made from recycled 

water bottles, the socks offer a 
mesh top for breathability and an 

impact-absorbing cushioned sole 
with form-fitting arch. In white, 
black and tan, they dry overnight for 
next-day use. MSRP: $24.95 

➚ Big wheels keep on turning – and ever so 
smoothly: It’s Projekt Puddle Jumper’s oversize 

5” urethane wheels, smoothing out the ride 
on most any terrain. This case offers Level 10 

military grade zippers and other thoughtful 
features like a laundry chute pocket and a crush-
proof, plush-lined valuables pocket for full-size 
headphones and other tech toys. Sized at 21” x 
14” x 10”, it comes in black, red, platinum, blue 

and navy. MSRP: $249.99➚ Propet’s flexible TravelActiv Xpress, featuring a nylon mesh upper 
that shows hints of 2-tone colors when rotated, offers a cushioned EVA 
insole and a lightweight TravelTek™ EVA and rubber compound outsole 
for durability and traction. The shoes come in four colors (blue/black, 
black/citron, black/white and navy/pink) and extended sizes and widths, 
including five widths (N, M, W, X and XX) for this style. MSRP: $59.95

➚

 This lightweight collapsible bottle for active 
lifestyles doesn’t sacrifice style for sustainability. In 
premium stainless steel and FDA-approved food-grade 
silicone, the que Bottle sports a patented spiral design 
and is BPA-, taste- and odor-
free. It comes in two sizes 
– expanding into a full-size 
water bottle of either 12 or 
20 oz and collapsing down 
to 5 or 6 oz to fit into any 
bag. It is available in 10 
colors. MSRP: $19.95/12 
oz; $24.95/24 oz

➙ It is simple, useful, confidential – and it works. 
ReturnMe is a recovery service that includes an 
epoxy-domed steel bag tag with steel metal loop, 
lifetime registration (meaning no annual fees), an 

unlimited number of recoveries and 24/7 instant 
email notification of your lost luggage, laptop bag or other 

item. Additionally, for the first 12 months, ReturnMe will ship back 
your found item from anywhere in the world free of charge. Why is the service so 
successful? Finders are incentivized with $20 gift cards. MSRP: $9.99

➙ Ricardo Beverly Hills’ most 
lightweight collection, the Malibu Bay 
2.0 combines contemporary, durable 
materials, versatile organization and 
effortless motion for smooth, stylish 
travels. The Convertible Backpack looks 
smart and performs well under the 
pressures of travel with a dedicated 
place for a laptop and tablet, hideaway 
straps and carry handles and a pass-
through panel for a trolley handle 
with a bottom zip to create an extra 
pocket. The feature-rich 20” Carry-on 
Spinner offers generous packing space, 
a streamlined patent-pending trolley 
handle and organizational components. 
Both are constructed of eco-conscious 
Dreamfel® fabric. MSRP: $120/
backpack; $240/carry-on
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➙ Reviewed for use at security checkpoints by the 
Transportation Security Administration, ’ROO POCKETS 

are large (18” x 26”) travel organizers that accommodate 
many sizes of travel necessities. In striking color 

combinations and designer fabrics, they are available in 
soft and durable linen blend, wool blend and high-quality 

micro suede. MSRP: $75 
 

➙ The names say it all: 
The Luxury Travel Electronic 

Organizer from Royce/Emporium 
Leather Company organizes tech adapters 
with loops for headphones, earbuds, phone 

chargers, cords, power banks and laptop 
chargers and a pocket for USBs and SD 

cards. Made of luxury top grain Napa 
leather, the case’s zipper closure provides 

complete secure protection. It is available in 
silver and black. MSRP: $120

➚
 Need to get to your gate fast? Meet the 

Scoocase SuperSmart Electric Suitcase, a carry-on 
that becomes an electric scooter with a 10- to 
25-mile range. Sporty in aluminum and carbon 

fiber, this case charges electronic devices, 
provides convenient storage and easy access 

to all compartments and has a GPS tracker 
and mobile app to display mileage, range 

and the location 
of the Scoocase. 

It comes in black/
silver. MSRP: $2,999

➙ A case for the jeans 
generation, the Faeby by GUESS  
from Signal Brands is laid-
back in graffiti denim in 100% 
cotton. With a gusseted pocket 
with exposed zipper, an 8-wheel 
system, expandable exterior 
compartment and 3-pocket 
face design, the bag measures 
17.5 x 9” x 28”. Other features 
include side carry handles, 
interior tie down straps and 
organizational pockets and 
a recessed 3-staged trolley 
handle. MSRP: $280

➚
RONCATO’s Double Premium is made to order 

for workaholics and frequent fliers, with a detachable 
checkpoint-friendly electronics pocket that doubles 
as a stand-alone backpack business case. Smart 
accessories include dual-USB 10,000 mAh power 
bank, 4-USB port universal adapter, Bluetooth tracker, 
universal cable and luggage scale.  
Made in Italy, it comes in black with  
black, brown or gray detachable  
pocket. MSRP: $395;  
$495 (with smart  
accessories)

➚

 Coddle your electronics with 
the auto-inflating Scrubba™ 
Air Sleeve from Scrubba by 
Calibre8, which provides impact 
protection for fragile portables 
– and then doubles up as an 
inflatable travel pillow. With 
durable weatherproof exterior, 
the sleeve has a wrap-around 
zipper that provides easy access 
and is backed by a neoprene 
shock strip for extra impact 
protection. It comes in blue and 
gray. MSRP: $49.95/tablet size; 
$54.95/laptop size
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➙ Instantly enhance 
your daily privacy, security 
and valuable data stored 
on your computer with the 
Faraday Laptop Sleeve by 
Silent Pocket. Made of 
durable woven nylon with 
internal patented radio 
frequency (RF) Faraday cage, 
it offers devices the most 
valuable physical and wireless protection. Lightweight and naturally 
water-resistant, this sleeve is a soft case for when you want to be 
undetectable, untraceable and unhackable. MSRP: $59.97

➚ The SleepX Neckrest is engineered sleep comfort. 
Think of it as a sleepy-time bow tie that fills the space 
between chin and chest, stabilizing the head and 
preventing it from falling forward in a way traditional 
U-shape pillows cannot. An adjustable neck strap keeps 
the pad safely in position. Measuring 6” x 6”,  
it comes in black/orange. MSRP: $59.95

➙ One of Sockwell’s bestselling women’s 
styles – the 15-20 mmHg Chevron featuring 
graduated compression, turn welt top, arch 
support and seamless toe closure – debuts 
in fall 2018 in warm and sophisticated gray-
green eucalyptus. Made in the USA, the socks 
offer spandex throughout and an ultra-light 
cushion sole. MSRP: $24.99

➚

 Here is on-the-go organization, compliments of 
Solgaard Design’s Carry-on Closet. This premium 

quality hardside carry-on has a patented shelving 
system, integrated lock and smooth rolling 4-wheel 
system among other features. The shelving system 

can be used or removed from the suitcase. This 
luggage is cabin-approved for carry-on with all 

airlines, both international and domestic. MSRP: $199

➚
Solite International’s Avellino  

Carry-on is a showstopper of a bag in  
100% aluminum with leather trim.  
Featuring a deluxe 8-wheel spinner system  
and built-in TSA-accepted lock, it entices with a unique U-shaped 
opening hinged top/front compartment. MSRP: $489.99

➚ Beautiful in full grain pebble leather, Solo’s Bayside Leather Duffel  
with heavy twill camouflage lining has a fully padded 15.6” laptop 

compartment, internal iPad/tablet pocket and several front pockets, 
including a zippered one with key clip. With a removable/adjustable 

shoulder strap and a back panel that slides over luggage handles, it is 
finished with metal hardware. MSRP: $299.99

➙ Head bobbing be gone with the 
patented Sky Napper Travel Pillow. With 
a unique ergonomic design that supports 
the head and neck against the seatback, 
it comes complete with ear plugs and 
padded eye mask. It features comfy 
memory foam and a machine-washable 
pillow case. MSRP: $69.99
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➙ The double-arm Solo 
Sling in cotton blend lets you 
comfortably rest both your arms 
while reducing the strain on your 
shoulders. It can be used with 
most travel pillows and promotes 

better sleep while seated upright in a plane, train or 
automobile. MSRP: $59.99

➚
Meet the world’s first window shelf for extra 

room on most commercial 
aircraft window seats: 

spAIRtray™ provides 
33% more space for 

drinks and snacks and allows 
unencumbered use of the seatback 

tray for book or laptop. Easy to install and 
remove, the plastic spAIRtray slides easily into the 

window shade track. MSRP: $24.95

➚ Keep jewelry organized in the highly functional 
Jewel by Spencer Paige. Sort accessories into 

six spacious compartments for earrings and rings, 
three drop pockets for necklaces (hidden hooks 

wrapped in luxurious fabric prevent tangled chains) 
and three zippered rows for bracelets. A lower 

section with three levels hold bigger necklaces in 
place and another area stows larger bangles and 

baubles. In quilted ultra-sheen material and padded 
pockets, it comes in champagne, purple, blue, black 

and brown. MSRP: $140

➚ Take your own personal care products on 
the road with Bon Voyage® Travel Bottles from 

Sutton Home Fashions. These carry-on-
approved bottles suction cup right to the shower 
wall and have adjustable dials indicating what’s 
inside: shampoo, conditioner, body wash, lotion, 

etc. MSRP: $14.99/package of two

➙ Talus’ Smooth Trip  
Build-a-Block Luggage  

Tags come in DIY kits that  
include multi-colored mini blocks, 
clear vinyl cover and removal tool. 

Express yourself by creating a 
unique, personalized luggage tag 

that also has a buckle-on strap 
attachment and ID label on back. 

Choose from a white tag with neon 
blocks or black tag with primary 

colored blocks. MSRP: $7.99

➚
 This compact all-in-one 

individually-sealed kit contains 
the four most essential items 
needed when using restrooms 
away from home. Meet The 
Restroom Kit with patented 
oversize toilet seat cover, a 
generous 3-foot supply of 3-ply 
toilet paper and individually 
wrapped and lightly scented 
sanitizing hand and tushie 
wipes. These little lifesavers 
come in orange, white and  
blue. MSRP: $55/30 kits;  
$650/500 kits 

➙ Take comfort beyond the neck pillow with the 
TRAVEL MAT by thermalay, a 60” convoluted 
foam mattress and neck pillow that coddles 
you with body-length support in airline seats or 
enhances personal comfort on those extended 
layovers. It rolls up for compact carry 
with a soft and supple bamboo fabric 
cover. MSRP: $50
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➙ Adjustable shelves will appeal to your 
inner Type A persona in the poly- 

carbonate MAX PORTER II, a 30” Hardside 
Spinner Trunk in 100% polycarbonate 

by Traveler’s Choice. The angled curve 
of the patent-pending T-Cruiser handle 

system matches your 
natural hand position for 

less fatigue and easier 
maneuvering and the 

TSA-accepted combo lock 
keeps belongings safe. It 
is available in navy, black 

and gray. MSRP: $500

➚
 Thule’s Revolve Global Carry-on 22” is ideal for the frequent business 

traveler thanks to its uniquely constructed durable frame and exclusive 
Thule-designed 8-wheel system for easy navigation and maximized 
interior space. Made in Europe, this lightweight, stylish and impact-
resistant luggage is constructed of 100% virgin polycarbonate and has 
a telescoping handle that minimizes sway and efficiently transfers power 
to the wheels. Easily navigate from doorstep to destination with oversized 
rear wheels that tackle everything from deep carpet to cobbles. It is due 
February 2019. MSRP: $399.95

➚ Keep valuables safe and hidden away in a Large Leg Stash from Travel Goods 
Outlet. Tuck passport, credit cards, keys, docs and other essentials into the Stash’s 
zippered pocket and smartphone into the see-through mesh pocket, pull it over your 
foot, adjust for comfort and be on your way. MSRP: $19.99

➙ Striking a radiant pose, the Kensie Rolling 
Octagon Collection from Travelers Club 

Luggage is made of ABS plus PC glitter. This 
patent-pending collection features 20” and 

24” rolling octagonal uprights and a matching 
13” octagonal cosmetic case. Trimmed in an 

elegant rose gold, features include a fully-
lined interior, top carry handle, push-button 

retractable handle, interior compression straps 
and a 360º 8-wheel system. The beauty case 

has an Add-a-Bag strap so it sits securely 
atop the upright and the 20” sports a mounted 

TSA-accepted lock. Available colors include 
glittery rose gold and shiny red, black and 

mint green. MSRP: $125/13” cosmetic case; 
$300/20”; $350/24”

➚

Overcome the language barrier with Travelflips, portable language 
flashcard kits designed for international travelers that are available 

in four languages (Spanish, Italian, German and 
French). Compact, simple and effective, 

the flashcards are suited for all ages and 
experience levels. Travelers study 

at their own pace or follow the 
included guidelines to accelerate 

vocabulary acquisition. 
The Standard edition 
includes a beautifully 

designed case built for 
efficiency and durability; 

the Deluxe edition includes a 
handmade, premium leather pouch, a vintage look that will 

only get better with age. MSRP: $16.95/standard; $29.95/deluxe.

➚

The Travelmate Robotics in ABS and polycarbonate is a fully 
robotic suitcase that moves on its own and follows you, adjusting 
to your speed while avoiding obstacles. The only robotic suitcase 
compliant with all TSA and FAA regulations, it offers GPS tracking, a 
smart scale and removable battery. 
Measuring 21.7” x 7.9” x 15.7”, 
it comes in blue, pink and black. 
MSRP: $1,099
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➚

 Keep valuables locked down and safe 
on the go or at home with Travelon’s 
award-winning Lockdown Bag, featuring 
a cut-proof strap, cut-proof body and 
one-piece construction. Made 
with slash-proof SafeTex 
material, this patent-
pending bag can be 
locked to any stationary 
object and has a 
4-dial combination 
lock. MSRP: $40/
medium; $50/
large 

➚
 Stay powered up and on track with 

Travelpro®’s PrecisionGlide™ System 
– magnetically aligned spinner 

wheels, patented Contour Grip and 
PowerScope extension handle – and 

USB charging port built into the 
Platinum® Elite 21” Expandable 

Spinner. A dedicated exterior battery 
pocket integrates with the external 

USB port for on-demand power and 
easy removal of battery (battery 
not included). Other features: 2” 

tapered expansion, interior suiter and 
multiple accessory pockets, including 

wet pocket. MSRP: $600

➙ The 3-piece Havana Tropical 
Collection in lightweight polycarbonate 
from Triforce Luggage epitomizes the 
latest in luggage, with a stunning high 
gloss tropical print, contrasting color 
interiors, expandability, built-in TSA-
accepted combination locks and 8-wheel 
spinner system. Available in platinum and 
black, collection pieces include a 22” 
carry-on upright, 26” medium upright and 
30” packing upright. MSRP: $720/set

➚ TRU VIRTU’s CLICK & 
SLIDE Wallet is not much 
bigger than a credit card, yet 
with the touch of a finger, 
up to five cards slide out 
automatically without opening 
your wallet. The aluminum 
case protects all cards 
against electronic data theft; 
the envelope is made of fine 
Italian leather and offers space 
for additional cards, banknotes 
and coins. Made in Germany, it 
is compact and svelte and fits 
in any pocket. MSRP: $89.95

➚ Designed to fit the maximum allowable size for carry-on 
luggage, Tucano’s Tugo Travel Backpack features a rear 
padded compartment to protect and provide easy access to a 
15.6” laptop, two front pockets, security pockets on the back 
panel and a main compartment that can swallow up everything 
needed for a weekend away. Stow it in the overhead bin with 
an assist from the bag’s two sturdy handles. MSRP: $79.99

➚

 Instantly iconic: The distinctive rectilinear 
silhouette sets the TUPLUS One 20” Aluminum 
Carry-on Suitcase apart, with its aluminum 
and magnesium alloy construction and starkly 
arresting shape. The Dual-Angle Open System 
employs a 20° semi-open state for quick access 
as well as a 90° opening 
for uninhibited access. One-
touch TSA-accepted lock, 
sound-absorbing rolling 
wheels, 3-tier pull handle and 
precision storage system are 
among amenities. The case is 
customizable with name, logo 
or picture. MSRP: $329
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It’s a backpack. It’s a shoulder bag. It’s 
whatever you want it to be. The Summit 
Convertible Tote by United By Blue is 
versatility itself, featuring a convertible 
design that can be worn as a shoulder tote 
or backpack. With a durable water-repellent 
finish that sheds moisture and resists 
staining, the bag has an abundance of interior 
and exterior pockets, padded and adjustable 
shoulder straps, dual carry handles and water 
bottle sleeve. MSRP: $88

➚ Here is the only Sak you will ever need: The myLife Sak by Uptothetime 
is four bags in one: backpack, laptop bag, briefcase and messenger. It 

transforms from a briefcase to a backpack in seconds and has a padded 
pocket for devices up to 15”, plus expandability, adjustable shoulder straps 

and hidden shoulder and backpack straps. Made of fabric and recycled 
European leather, it provides ample storage for  
travel needs and everyday use. MSRP: $162

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on pages 85-87 for a directory of the companies whose products are included in this feature.

➚ An award-winner for its innovative 
design, the feature-rich PRVKE Pack from 

WANDRD is a travel/camera/everyday 
backpack, a delicate balance between 
minimalist style and no-detail-forgotten 

functionality. Now available in both 21- and 
31-liter models, it is built of durable and 

water-resistant tarpaulin and nylon dobby. 
With side camera access for the nimble 
street photographer, clamshell opening 

with checkpoint-friendly laptop sleeve for 
the avid traveler and roll-top access for the 

weekend tripper, this bag checks all the 
boxes for versatility. MSRP: $184

➚ Originally designed for long distance runners and 
hikers, the WRIGHTSOCK Double Layer CoolMesh ll 
Quarter has been embraced by dedicated sightseers. Its 
patented double layer technology is a leading anti-blister 
system and a moisture-wicking inner layer keeps feet cool 
and dry. The socks’ construction featuring two thin socks 
knitted together eliminates friction for walkers and its mesh 
panel allows for maximum breathability. MSRP $13/pair

➚ YaY Novelty’s slim and lightweight 
passport carriers allow you to express 
your personality while making it easy 
to slip your passport in and out for 
inspection. The YaYpassport securely 
holds your passport in place and 
provides protection from dust and 
abrasion. Machine-washable, these 
Made in the USA cases are available in 
hundreds of prints. MSRP: $14.99

➙ Sleep with perfect head and neck alignment with the nod2.0 
Ultimate Travel Pillow by Zdoze. Clip the pillow to the seatback and 
dual push-button retractable cords automatically adjust to gently 
stabilize your head and neck to prevent forward head-bob. At 3” x 
5”, this patented pocket-size accessory adds big comfort to almost 
any seat. It is made of stain-resistant wipeable fabric. MSRP: $39.99

➙ An homage to the  
original cases that made  
Halliburton Luggage an American 
legend, the ZERO Halliburton Classic 
Aluminum 2.0 Collection offers a refined 
solution for strength and security. Shown is the 
19” Four-Wheel Carry-on Case, its timeless double-
rib design enhancing durability while its rounded edges and vintage-inspired 
latches and handles give the cases elegant curb appeal. The collection comes 
in gorgeous juicy red and polished blue, silver and black. MSRP: $950
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